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Passed by Shri SugriveMeena, Commissioner (Appeals), Customs Central Excise & CGST, Jaipur. 
3",14,suroaiT3Tvt. 	Arising out of the following Order-in-Original 
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M/s Goenka Exim Pvt. Ltd., F-19, 
Mandore Industrial Area, 9 

Mile Road, Jodhpur (Raj.) 

01/2020-Assessment dated 15.02.2020 
,F.,,,,igurret  

Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 

Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

02/2020-Assessment dated 15.02.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 

Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

03/2020-Assessment dated 21.042020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 

Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

04/2020-Assessment dated 21.042020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 

Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

05/2020-Assessment dated 21.04.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

06/2020-Assessment dated 21.04.2020 

' 
Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

07/2020-Assessment doted 12.06.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

08/2020-Assessment dated 12.06.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

09/2020-Assessment dated 12.06.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

10/2020-Assessment dated 22.082020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, LCD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

02/2020-21 doted 12.06.2020 .. Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
CONCOR, Jodhpur 

11/2020-Assessment dated 21.09.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ILO, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

12/2020-Assessment dated 24.11.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
Thor Dry Port, Jodhpur 

16/2020-Assessment dated 24.11.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 
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03/2020-21 dated 28.08.2020 

 

 

Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICI), 
CONCOR, Jodhpur 

   

   

   

zift ml 	 urfr Tirt artiVR--arift 31-fi-dlet r at-fTd 4,(ur t a1 zre T arrtzr * TA ztetTf4441W, 4tA.  <Ku% in *amalf4*-rft wr‘ardita- -at .3-81)arur art-s4-  triziu a z ti4,n, t :- 

Any person aggrieved by this Order-in-appeal may file an appeal or revision application, 
as the case may be against such order, to the appropriate authority in the following way:- 
2 	TTRUii37517Wft0/"ITIFT31r$9' :- 

Revision Application to Government of India :- 

(1) "413i1t1F47TR , 1962 	EMT 129 (34) l 	4c1I Trq  	cii%u 	 URI 129 (30 it utr-trru (1) 	5r4AtrvT* 	af-d-th-s-qtraTurai rkq, ,1NcitH4,1•1, 	 3-maerzurr, utlept trrIT-47, .4101,-Act, tit14914, -1Rek-41— 110001 *1 	1f01 
(1) 	A revision application lies to the Joint Secretary, Govt. of India, Ministry of Finance, 
Department of Revenue, IVth floor, Jeevan Deep Building, Parliament Street, New Delhi -
110001 under -Section - 129 DD of the Customs Act, 1962, in respect of the following cases 
covered by first proviso to subsection (1) of Section 129A ibid; 
jJ any goods imported or exported as baggage; 
lbj.  any goods loaded in a conveyance for importation into India, but which are not unloaded at 

their place of destination in India, or so much of the quantity of such goods as has not been 

unloaded at any such destination if goods unloaded at such destination are short of the quantity 
required to be unloaded at that destination; 

j_ci payment of drawback as provided in Chapter X, and the rules made thereunder: 

(2)   sjw)zriltRitkerPtra-41 1982 	UR 8 (7) 	3T-Thd1Wit ftiZaTPTIT tity4i 3.W. 8 4,uvo4i-au.  , tRfff3T1t/T 
ultatr-ketf 	 cfl-pito 	*Irra*p-, ants* 	7-4artfta-autu 	*r 	a1-q)Atit 	* 

mr*-iTrzt mut 3 rplifseixf14 * *mkt ‘V-1+.1 200/- (el it 44of 
fk4tft-dter*T-raH 	tied 	T1NT aTR-6  	9ftlft-g1-4terrIty I (eIR TiFarft aRT*E1 ct* are tf 
AM-eft 1000/- \+)44) 

The above application shall be made in duplicate in form No. C.A.- 8 as specified under Rule 8A 
of the Customs(Appeals) Rules,1982, within 3 months from the date on which the order, ought 
to be appealed against is communicated and shall be accompanied by an equal number of 

copies each of the Order in Original and Order-in-Appeal, one of which at least be a certified 
copy. It should be also accompanied by a copy of TR-6 challan evidencing payment of prescribed 
fee of Rs. 200/- (Rupees Two Hundred only) under Major Head of Account andRs. 1000/- if the 
amount of Order in Original exceeds Rs. 1,00,000/-. 

2- 	zp.T. 	7" 1.4 qt-triZ 	 7et1-41-M7334-1#1lT =7TTlTTftrrvvIT * tift'artf1F  
Appeal to Customs, Excise & Service Tax Appellate Tribunal  

1. 	Zff Birksr t Wa' 	'sl-f-&ftztzt 1962 tt tIRT 1297*31649-  41411 P,ff,3041 s 	,4-4T+7 
$14141q 14a:r.v1 4 4171T1-5 dtaR 4 arm 	 14- 	*4i-4-4,- 1962 	grrrr 
129 ft urrtrrt-r (3) *st-ratrk' 4 	arr .Rr *ar*a- 	 41411 Ri'-' -ftaft-tyr*.utqtr 4r9- * 

sff ft 	*TN.  1=4-TA' trr 31-1141-7 111- 1K..,1 ft fkA-crfra ,trk4 <mit ,3irc*.7-4 ,9t- 
Rcq.11 4 	u401.1 ANT 37-4 A-1-791 AA.-4-Ra afrzr eait-Al 4 Wr rioal t 

(1) Under section 129A of Customs Act, 1962 an appeal lies to the Registrar, North regional bench 
of Customs, Excise & Service Tax Appellate Tribunal at West Block No. 2, R.K. Puram, New Delhi-
110066. 

(2) (31tfra) wily 	11982 	EMT 6 	 i17-3 	  argimitirAtzt 
-,41441 q),0,10 -putt 	41cvz QR irtatiltait-zrm-Fmtp 13441*-3trkyr 	* fibaitaliP7 Tr 

*IT t WIT1tff 	200/- 	tcief 
9171 	turfft----d--4*Tcre 	,044i44 aR 7rzli zru 5 ittd 3 T 7eir9 	14,41-tPritucf.ifq, 	* 

sir-ar-v&wel \wri-tuzAwsnit iR Tfrafterat 
(1) The appeal to the appellate Tribunal shall be filed within three months in quadruplicate in form 

CA-3 as prescribed under rule 6 of Customs (Appeals) Rules, 1982 and shall be accompanied 
with the copy of order appealed against one of which at least be a certified copy and should be 
accompanied by a fee of Rs. 2001- (Rs. Two Hundred only) in the form of crossed bank draft in 
favour of Asst. Registrar of a branch of any nominate public sector bank of the place where the 
bench of the Tribunal is situated. 

3. 	Iftqr n -alftifAzi-rr, 1962 	erm129A(6) * 3T-gRaTtflmiitr9*1 crw RIW * Trrerfilirrra-ri 
sj- rgiar(Court Fcc Stamps),,l)*A-11-a4clizimeilg. writliel-m1gq.- 

(45) 	UitIONT-a-r*TPT a Trl*Tri sir, arm carRI-Rtu 	.RtF/r 	5,00,000/-aitra 
1,000/-; 

(2)  
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zrP4103rrtrt#rftr 	Tr-tiftxrr 	;717 crti3TrtrRrff wriWt aRwft 	5,00,000/- arm= w.50,00,000/- 
04, cam. 5000/-; 
zrft-iparrtstftrt 	Trit'Frr 	RTR cr4-sdrfitu srrWr znAr 7rf3t 	50,00,000/- 3114-4, 	10,000/- 
An appeal to the Appellate Tribunal shall irrespective of the date of demand of duty and interest 

or of levy of penalty in relation to which the appeal is made, be accompanied by a fee of—
J) where the amount of duty and interest demanded and penalty levied by any officer of customs 
in the case to which the appeal relates is five lakh rupees or less, one thousand rupees; 
ilj) where the amount of duty and interest demanded and penalty levied by any officer of customs 
in the case to which the appeal relates is more than five lakh rupees but not exceeding fifty lakh 
rupees, five thousand rupees; 
(c) where the amount of duty and interest demanded and penalty levied by any officer of customs 
in the case to which the appeal relates is more than fifty lakh rupees, ten thousand rupees: 

(4) 	 fA4i,11.14pe;cacife4 	3frzIft EZIR3TIVIte$71T-Z91tAitqf ‘C44 
7444MTNItrAZT WitiOchVir (0)RIM) f;44.-f. 1982 ilf*ig 

(4) Attention in also invited to the rules covering these and other related matters contained in the 
Customs, Excise, and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal (Procedure) Rules, 1982. 

(5) An appeal against this order shall lie before the Tribunal on payment of 10% of the duty 
demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where penalty alone is in 
dispute. 

(6) CESTAT wcbsitc http://www.cestatnew.gov.in  may also be referred for filing an appeal 

(r) 

(Tr) 
(3) 

• 

• 
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ORDER-IN-APPEAL NO.147-161(SM)CUS/JPR/2021  
PASSED BY SHRI SUGRIVE MEENA, COMMISSIONER (APPEALS) 

CUSTOMS, CENTRAL EXCISE AND CENTRAL GOODS & SERVICE TAX, JAIPUR 

These appeals have been filed under Section 128 of the Customs Act, 1962 by M/s 

Goenka Exim Pvt. Ltd., F-19, Mandore Industrial Area, 9 Mile Road, Jodhpur (Raj.) 

(hereinafter referred to as "the appellant" also) as detailed under- 

5. 
No. 

File No. Assessment 	order 	No. 	& 	dated 
(hereinafter 	referred 	to as 	'impugned 
order') 

Assessing officer 

1 APPL/JPR/CU5/J0/208- 
	 213/VIII/2020 

01/2020-Assessment dated 15.02.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, /CD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

2 APPLAWR/CU5/JD/208- 
	 213/VIII/2020 

02/2020-Assessment dated 15.02.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, /CD, 
Thar Dry Port. Jodhpur 

3 APPL/JPR/CU5/JD/208- 
	 213/VIII/2020 

03/2020-Assessment dated 21.04.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

4 APPL/JPR/CUS/jD/208- 
	 213/VIII/2020 

04/2020-Assessment dated 21.04.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, /CD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

5 APPL/PR/C1.45/JD/208- 
	 213/VIII/2020 

05/2020-Assessment dated 21.04.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

6 APPL/JPR/CU5/jD/208- 
	 213/VIII/2020 

06/2020-Assessment dated 21.04.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

7 APPL/JPR/CU5/JD/262- 
	 265/IX/2020 

07/2020-Assessment dated 12.06.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
Thor Dry Port, Jodhpur 

8 APPL /JPR/ GUS/JD/262- 
	 265/IX/2020 

08/2020-Assessment dated 12.06.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, /CD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

9 APPL/PR/CU5/JD/262- 
	 265/IX/2020 

09/2020-Assessment dated 12.06.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, /CD, 
Thor Dry Port, Jodhpur 

10 APPL/JPR/CUS/jD/262- 
	 265/IX/2020 

10/2020-Assessment dated 22.08.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, /CD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

11 APPLATPRICUS/ J0/266/ 
	 IX/2020 

02/2020-21 doted 12.06.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
CONCOR, Jodhpur 

12 APPL/PR/CU5/JD/349- 
	 351/XII/2020 

11/2020-Assessment dated 21.09.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, /CD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

13 APPL/JPR/CU5/J0/349- 
	 351/XII/2020 

12/2020-Assessment dated 24.11.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

14 APPL/JPRICUS/jD/349- 
	 351/XII/2020 

16/2020-Assessment dated 24.11.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, /CO, 
Thar Dry Port, Jodhpur 

15 APP1.1,7PR/CU5/JD/352/ 
XII/2020 

03/2020-21 dated 28.08.2020 Assistant Commissioner of Customs, ICD, 
CONCOR, Jodhpur 

	

2.1 	The relevant facts for the purpose are that the appellant having IEC No. 

0211024317 filed Bills of Entry for import of. Watermelon Seeds from Sudan declaring 

different values of the goods ranging between 585 to 877.94 USD per MT. 

	

2.2 	However, it was observed that the Ahmedabad Zonal Unit of Directorate of 

Revenue Intelligence (DRI) had booked cases of commercial fraud against 10 importers for 

undervaluation in imports of watermelon seeds. Evidences gathered during the search 

indicated that the prices declared in the Bills of entry were in the range of $250 to $300 

per metric tonne (PMT) whereas, in private records and correspondence, the actual value 

was in the range of $850 to $1100 per MT. Accordingly, an Alert Circular 16/2014 dated 

26.09.2014 was issued for the sole purpose of valuation of imported watermelon seeds, 

based on the evidences gathered during the search against various importers of 

watermelon seeds. 
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2.3 	Accordingly, vide the impugned orders, "the assessing officer has rejected the 

declared value in terms of provisions of Rule 12 of the Customs Valuation (Determination 

of Value of Imported goods) Rules, 2007 (hereinafter referred to "the Rule? also) and re-

determined the vale @ 1100 USD per MT in accordance of the provisions of Rule 7 of the 

Customs Valuation Rules read with Section 17(4) of the Customs Act, 1962 (hereinafter 

referred to as "the Act" also). The differential duty on the enhanced value was paid by the 

appellant under protest. 

3. 	Being aggrieved with the redetermination of the value, the appellant filed these 

appeals mainly on the following grounds: - 

A. 	Declared invoice/transaction value cannot be rejected in the absence of any 

evidence disproving veracity/authenticity of declared value 

A.1 	The appellant submits that the department cannot reject the transaction 

value of imported goods arbitrarily based on any circular and/or NIDB data. The 

valuation has to be derived as per law. The assessable value for the imported goods 

has to be invariably arrived at applying Section 14(1) read with Customs Valuation 

Rules, 2007 and if the tariff value under section 14(2) has not been fixed by the 
Board, the department cannot ascribe value merely based on alert circular. The 

appellant further submits that the relevant machinery provisions for valuation of 

imported goods for the purpose of levy of Customs duty are contained in Section 14 

of the Customs Act, 1962. Sub-section 14 (1) thereof stipulates that the 

transaction/invoice value is required to be accepted for the purpose of the 

charging the Customs duty except in the cases where such value is rejected in 
accordance of sub-rule (2) thereof. In the present case, no evidence has been 
adduced by the Ld. Assistant Commissioner, excepting the Alert Circular dated 

26.09.2014 for rejecting the declared value. 

A.2 	The issue also stands settled vide'OIA no. 01-12(SM)CUS/JPR/2021 dated 

05.01.2021 passed by the Commissioner (Appeals), CGST & Customs, Jaipur in 

appellant's own cases, wherein, the appeals filed by the appellant have been allowed, 

holding that declared value cannot be rejected without specific reasons or 

evidences for not accepting the same, relying on the decision of CESTAT in the 

case of M/s Sarda Energy & Minerals Ltd. Vs Commissioner, Customs & Central 

Excise, Raipur-2018(359)ELT 262 (Tri.-Del.) & M/s Topsia Estates Pvt. Ltd. Vs CC, 
Chennai-2015(330)ELT 799(Tri.-Chennai). 

B. 	Rule 7 of the Valuation Rules prescribes for determination of deductive value on 

the basis of price at which goods identical or similar to imported goods are sold in 

India and not on the basis of value of contemporaneous imports 

B.1 	The Ld. Assistant Commissioner has enhanced the assessable value of 
imported goods in the present case on the basis of assessable value of 

contemporaneous imports under Rule 7 of the Customs Valuation (Determination of 

Value of Imported Goods) Rules, 2007 read with Section 17(4) of the Customs Act, 

1962 as noted in the impugned 0I0 dated 25.01.2021. 
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B.2 	Without prejudice to submissions already made that declared value is to be 

accepted for the purpose of assessment in present case, even if the declared value 
is rejected, the valuation of imported goods based on value of contemporaneous 

imports has not been prescribed under said Rule 7 of the Valuation Rules, which, 

instead provides for determination of assessable value on the basis of deductive 

value ascertained on the basis of prevailing sale price in India. The appellant 

submits that the average prevailing price of Watermelon seeds in domestic market 
was Rs. 47.46/Kg. to Rs. 58/Kg., averaging to Rs. 52.33 per Kg. during Jan. 2021 to 
March, 2021, as evident from copy of CA Certificate and sales ledger enclosed. 
Therefore, said price of Rs.52.33 per kg. can only form the basis of deductive value 
under said Rule 7 and not US $ 1100 PMT or Rs. 82.66 per Kg. as wrongly relied on 

by the Ld. Assistant Commissioner. The invoice/declared value in relevant cases 

conforms to prevailing price and is on higher side, after adjusting for the relevant 
expenses. 

C. 	Valuation having been made on the basis of enhanced value in referred cases of 

contemporaneous imports. the same cannot be made basis for assessment in 
present case 

C.1 	Without prejudice to submissions already made, the Ld. Assistant 

Commissioner has enhanced the value of imported goods relying on value at which 
assessment has been made in referred cases of contemporaneous imports. The 

appellant submits that the Ld. Assistant Commissioner has grossly erred in relying 

on value at which assessment was made in referred cases of imports as the 

importer therein had declared value in the range of US$ 663.97 per metric ton to 

US$ 877.56 per metric ton as evident from the copies of relevant bills of entry. 

The Customs had, however, assessed the value in said cases at Rs. 82.66/Kg., which 
is approximately, USD 1100 per MT. Secondly, the reference value pertains to 

import for the period Nov. 2018, which cannot be considered as contemporaneous, 

not only on account of substantial difference in period of import but also, on 

account of changed business metrics owing to pandemic. Therefore, reliance on said 

increased value for enhancing the value to USD 1100/PMT in present case is 

patently wrong as the increased/enhanced value cannot be considered as reference 

value in respect of contemporaneous imports and the enhanced value in referred 
cases itself being lower to value enhanced in the present case. The appellant 

accordingly submits that rejection of declared value and enhancement to US $ 
1100.00 PMT in present case is arbitrary and wrong both on account of facts as well 
as law. 

D. 	Contemporaneous imports being assessed at substantially lower declared value 

should be relied on for the purpose of assessment instead of enhancement of value 
on the basis of Alert Circular and enhanced value 

D.1 	Identical goods imported through Mundra Port have been assessed at 

declared value of Rs. 51.11/Kg and Rs. 56.12/Kg. as evident from copies of relevant 

bills of entry no. 7606791 dated 07.05.2020 and 7622336 dated 09.05.2020, 
copies enclosed. 

D.2 	The appellant submits that the value declared by them is higher than the 
assessable value in referred cases and, therefore, the value declared by them 
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should have been adopted for the purpose of assessment as it conforms to Section 

14 of the Customs Act, 1962 read with Valuation Rules. 

E. Settled position of law that declared value cannot be rejected arbitrarily and value 

cannot be enhanced on the basis of NIDB data 

E.1 	The imported "Watermelon Seeds" is an agricultural commodity not a 

manufactured product and is prone to price fluctuation on regular basis depending 

upon the season, time of purchase, availability of stock, demand and supply, arrival 

of goods in the market, political situation of the country, crop size, payment terms 

etc. More-over the price even varies from supplier to supplier and lot to lot. A 
single price cannot, therefore, be taken as a base for enhancement of the 

assessment value. The appellant further submits that it is an established position 

of law that the declared value in respect of imported goods cannot be rejected 

arbitrarily without substantiating the grounds therefore and the NIDB data cannot 

be relied on for the purpose of assessment without taking into account various 

factors. Reliance placed on various case laws. 

F. Effective rate of Basic Customs Duty being NIL in the present case, there could be 

no inducement for undervaluation of imported goods. Further, the importer-
appellant is entitled for Input Tax Credit (ITC) of increased amount of IGST 

resulting into emergence of revenue neutral position. Therefore, in the absence of 

any evidence to the contrary, the declared value in present case cannot be 
rejected. 

G. Assessment at enhanced value causing accumulation of ITC and adversely affecting 
the cash-flow of importer is against the interest of business and economy.  

G.1 	Though, there is no impact on revenue on account of enhancement of value in 

present case, the appellant is straddled with accumulated ITC of IGST since 
imports have been assessed @ USD 1100.00 per metric ton instead of the 

invoice/transaction value, while, the prevailing price of imported goods in the 
domestic market is substantially lower as against the enhanced value. A copy of CA 
certificate dated 26.03.2021 along with sales ledger, certifying the prevailing sale 

price of "Watermelon seeds" in the domestic market submitted. 

G.2 	The appellant submits that in the absence of any provisions under GST law 

for refund of such accumulated ITC, his cash-flow as well as business interest has 

been adversely affected, since, accumulated ITC shall remain unutilized with him. 

The appellant accordingly submits that in the absence of any inducement for 

undervaluation and the grounds for rejection of declared value, the arbitrary 

decision of enhancement of assessable value is detrimental to the interest of not 
only the appellant but, also to national economy, as a whole. 

4. 	Personal hearing in the case was held on 17.08.2021. Shri A jay Mishra, Authorised 

Representative appeared on behalf of the appellant and explained the case and reiterated 

the grounds of appeal. Party also submitted that on the identical matter other appeals are 

also pending and they may also be decided with this case. 
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5. 	I have gone through the facts of the case and the submissions of the appellant 

made in the appeal memorandum. I find that the issue involved in the appeals is whether or 

not the assessing officer rightly re-determined the value. Before proceeding further, I 

find it proper to examine the relevant legal provisions of the Customs Act, 1962. 

6.1 	Section 14 of the Customs Act, 1962 deals with valuation of Goods, and relevant 

portion of the Section is as under- 

"Section 14. valuation of goods. - (1) For the purposes of the customs Tariff Act, 

1975 (51 of 197s), or any other law for the time being in force, the value of the 
imported goods and export goods shall be".  the transaction value of such goods, that 
is to say, the price actually paid or payable for the goods when sold for export to 

India for delivery at the time and place of importation, or as the case may be, for 

export from India for delivery at the time and place of exportation, where the 

buyer and seller of the goods are not related and price is the sore consideration 
for the sale subject to such other conditions as may be specified in the rules made 
in this behalf" 

6.2 	On cursory reading of the Section 14, it is clear that it provides that the 

transaction value of goods shall be the price actually paid or payable for the goods when 

sold for export to India where the buyer and the seller of the goods are not related and 

the price is the sole consideration for the sale, subject to such other conditions as may be 

specified in the rules made in this behalf. The valuation Rules have been framed in 

exercise of the powers conferred by section 14 of the Customs Act. Rule 12 of the Rules 

deals with rejection of the declared value and provides a mechanism to do so and reads as 

under : 

"Rule 12. Rejection of declared value. - (1) when the proper officer has reason to 

doubt the truth or accuracy of the value declared in relation to any imported goods, 
he may ask the importer of such goods to furnish further information including 
documents or other evidence and if, after receiving such further information, or in 
the absence of a response of such importer, the proper officer still has reasonable 
doubt about the truth or accuracy of the value so declared, it shall be deemed that 

the transaction value of such imported goods cannot be determined under the 
provisions of sub-rule(1) of rule 3. 

(2) At the request of an importer, the proper officer, shall intimate the importer in 
writing the grounds for doubting the truth or accuracy of the value declared in 
relation to goods imported by such importer and provide a reasonable opportunity 
of being heard, before taking a final decision under sub-rule(1). 

Explanation.-(1) For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that: 
(i) This rule by itself does not provide a method for determination of value, it 
provides a mechanism and procedure for rejection of declared value in cases where 
there is reasonable doubt that the declared value does not represent the 
transaction value; where the declared value is rejected, the value shall be 
determined by proceeding sequentially in accordance with rules 4 to 9. 
(ii) The declared value shall be accepted where the proper officer is satisfied 
about the truth and accuracy of the declared value after the said enquiry in 
consultation with the importers. 
(iii) The proper officer shall have the powers to raise doubts on the truth or 
accuracy of the declared value based on certain reasons which may include- 
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(a) the significantly higher value at which identical or similar goods imported at or 

about the same time in comparable quantities in a comparable commercial 
transaction were assessed; 
(b) the sale involves an abnormal discount or abnormal reduction from the ordinary 
competitive price; 

( c) the sale involves special discounts limited to exclusive agents; 
(d) the misdeclaration of goods in parameters such as description, quality, quantity, 
country of origin, year of manufacture or production; 
(e) the non declaration of parameters such as brand, grade, specifications that have 
relevance to value; 

(f) the fraudulent or manipulated documents." 

6.3 	Thus, the Rule 12 provides that when the proper officer has reason to doubt the 

truth or accuracy of the value declared in relation to any imported goods, he may call 

further information from importer including documents or other evidence and in case, 

after receiving such further information, or in the absence of a response of such 

importer, the proper officer still has reasonable doubt about the truth or accuracy of the 

value so declared, it shall be deemed that the transaction value of such imported goods 

cannot be determined under the provisions of rule 3(1). Explanation (iii) to rule 12 

provides that the proper officer shall have the powers to raise doubts on the truth or 

accuracy of the declared value based on certain reasons, which may include any of the six 

reasons contained therein, one of which is that there is a significantly higher value at 

which identical or similar goods imported at or about the same time in comparable 

quantities in a comparable commercial transaction were assessed. I find that no such 

investigation was conducted in the matter and the assessing officer has enhanced the 

value only on the basis of Alert Circular dated 26.09.2014. 

7.1 	I further observe that the declared value can be rejected only on the basis of 

reasonable and cogent evidence and the department has failed to discharge this burden. 

There is nothing on record to suggest that the invoice value did not represent the true 

transaction value in the international market. Various parameters or dimensions related 

with the nature of product were required to be looked into while applying the value of 

contemporaneous imports. Moreover, I find the allegation of additional consideration or 

any of the exceptions of rule 4(2) of the Valuation Rules, is missing in the instant case. It 

creates a situation where transaction value cannot be rejected. I place reliance on the 

decision of the Hon'ble Apex Court in Sanjivani Non-Ferrous Trading Pvt. Ltd. Vs CCE 

Noida case. The Hon'ble court held that "the transaction value has to be arrived at on the 

basis of the price that is actually paid as provided by section 14 of the Customs Act and 

the declared price can be rejected only by giving cogent reasons, but no such exercise was 

undertaken by the Assessing officer to reject the value declared in the Bill of Entry." 
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7.2 	My views find support from the decision of CESTAT Principal Bench, Delhi in Maruti 

Fabric Impex [2016 (343) E.L.T. 963 (Tri-Del.)]. The Hon'ble Tribunal observed in following 

para no. 2,3 (Si 6 of its order, as under : 

"2. As per facts on record, the respondents imported fabrics and filed bills of entries 

declaring the transaction value as the assessable value in terms of the provisions of Section 

14 of Customs Act. The bills of entries were assessed by the proper officer by enhancing 
the declared assessable value. The respondents cleared the goods on payment of duty on 
the enhancement 

3. The Appellate Authority took into consideration various facts including the issue as to 

whether an assessee can file an appeal against assessment made in the bills of entries, once 

he pays duty on the same and clears the goods observed that acceptance of enhanced value 

proposed by the Department by an assessee does not preclude him from challenging the 
enhancement by way of appeal. 

6. As regards the second issue, we find that Commissioner (Appeals) has gone into detailed 

examination of the provisions of Section 14 as also the Customs valuation (Determination of 

value of Imported Goods) Rules,2007. As rightly observed by him, for adopting the provision 

of Customs Valuation Rule, the transaction value is required to be rejected as incorrect 

value' There being no evidence to show that the importer has paid over and above than the 

transaction value, to the seller of the goods, there is virtually no reasons to reject the 
transaction value. It is also a settled law that DPI Alerts cannot be adopted as a reason for 

enhancing the value. As such, we find no infirmity in the views adopted by Commissioner 

(Appears) so as to interfere in the impugned order. Accordingly, the appeals filed by the 
Revenue are rejected." 

7.3 	I find that Similar view has been taken by the Hon'ble Tribunal in the case of 

Marque Enterprises Vs Commissioner of Customs (Prey), Amritsar [2015 (329) E.L.T.307 

(Tri-Del.)]. In para 13 to 15 of the said judgment, the Hon'ble Tribunal has observed as 

under - 

"13. Revenue has not adduced any evidence to first discard the declared value as incorrect. 

It is well settled law that the transaction value has to be adopted as the correct assessable 

value unless there is sufficient, tangible and positive evidence to show that such transaction 

value is not the correct value. In the present case, there is no such evidence on record to 

reflect upon the incorrectness of the transaction value. There is no evidence to show that 

the importer has paid any extra amount to the supplier of the photocopier other than the 

transaction value which is reflected in the invoice. As such, in my views the rejection of the 

transaction value without any reference to the evidence cannot be upheld. At this stage, I 

take note of the Tribunal's decision in the case of CCE (Preventive), Amritsar v. Shawano 

Spinning Mills (2013 (289) ELT 504 (Tri.- Del.)] laying down that in the absence of any 

contemporary imports of the goods and in the absence of any evidence adduced by the 

Revenue to discard declared value, enhancement of the value is not acceptable. Reference 

can also be made to another decision of the Tribunal in the case of New Copier Syndicate v. 

CCE, Hyderabad (2009 (245) E.L.T. 434 (Tri.-Bang.)J and the dismissal of appeal by the 

Hon'ble Supreme Court as reported in [2010 (254)E.L.T. A43 (S.C.)]. Reliance can also be 

placed on Tribunal's decision in the case of Madhu Industries Ltd. v. CC, Ahmedabad (2008 

(232) E.L.T.575 (TrL-Ahmd.)] as also in the case of Digitech Photocopier v. CC, Mumbai 
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(2009 (92) R.L.T. 68 (CESTAT Del.)J.In the case of Sri Venkatesh Enterprises v. CC, 

Tiruchirapalli (2005(192) EL T. 534 (Tri.-Del.)]Tribunal set aside the enhancement of value 

of old and used photocopier based upon the chartered Engineer's certificate. Similarly, in 

the case of N.K. Enterprises v. CC, Tuticorin [2005 (190)E.L.T. 271 (Tri.-Del.)J enhancement 

of value of old and used photocopier machines on the basis of chartered Engineer's 

certificate was set aside. 

14. As explained by the appellant, such acceptance for payment of duty on the enhanced 

value was with a purpose to get the goods cleared and to avoid detention and demurrage 

charges. The fact that the appellant has challenged such enhancement before the higher 

appellate forum is itself indicative of the appellant's non-acceptance of the enhanced value. 

Tribunal in the case of Digitech photocopier has observed that appellants accepted the 

enhancement of the value because they have already incurred huge detention and 

demurrage charges and wanted to avoid further burden. Similarly, in the case of Bhawana 

Spinning Mills, it was observed that payment of duty at the enhanced rate under protest 

does not amount to acceptance of the enhanced value. Merely because the appellants waived 

the issuance of show cause notice for quick release of the goods does not meant that they 

are stopped from challenging the enhanced value by the Revenue. 

15. In view of the foregoing discussions, I find no reason to discard the transaction 
value, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary and in the light of various decisions as 
discussed above." 

7.4 	The decision of Hon'ble Tribunal in the matter of Marvel Agencies vs Commissioner 

of Customs, New Delhi reported as [2017(348)E.L.T. 534 (Tri.-Del.)] is also applicable 

here, wherein it has been held as under- 

"6.... . .we find that the entire case of the Revenue is based upon the value adopted 

from MDB data. It is well settled law that the transaction value reflected in the 

invoices has to be first rejected by the Revenue as incorrect value, based upon 

sufficient evidence on record. In the present case, the adjudicating authority has 
not referred to any tangible evidence on record to show that the transaction value 

as entered into by the importer and supplier of the goods and as reflected in the 
invoices produced by the importer is incorrect value. 

7. Tribunal in the case of Neha Intercontinental Pvt. Ltd. vs Commissioner of 
Customs, Goa (2006(202)E.LT.530 (Tri.-Mum.)] has held that in the absence of 
rejection of transaction value, invoice value requires acceptance and when the 

contemporaneous import of similar goods is not established, value cannot be 

enhanced. In case of commissioner of customs vs. Modern Overseas [2005(184) 
E.L.T. 65 (Tri.-Del.)) MDB data was held to be insufficient in the absence of clarity 
about various parameters. List of such decisions is unending and it is sufficient to 
say that NIDB data has been held to be insufficient for enhancement of value, in 
the absence of any other independent evidence. 

8. Revenue has not produced any evidence that there was any additional flow back 
of money to the foreign supplier to whom all the payments were made through 
ICICI Bank. As already held that there is no evidence on record to reject the 
transaction value, in which case, he value has to be adopted as the correct value." 
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7.5 	I find that even the approach of enhancement of value on the basis of DGoV 

circular is contrary to the dictate of Section 14 of the Customs Act and Customs 

Valuation Rules as has been held by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Century 

Recycling Pvt. Ltd. Relevant part thereof is as under- 

"....the valuation alerts, as also stated by the respondents, are issued by the Director 
General of Valuation based on the monitoring of the valuation trends of sensitive 
commodities with a view to take a corrective measures. They help ensure uniform practice, 
smooth functioning and prevent evasion and.short payment of duty. However, they should 
not be construed as interfering with the discretion of the assessment authority who is 
required to pass an Assessment Order in the given factual matrix. Declared valuation can be 
rejected based upon the evidence which qualifies and meets the criteria of certain reasons. 
Beside the opinion formed must be reasonable. Reference to foreign journals for the prices 
quoted in exchanges, etc. to find out the correct international price of the concerned goods 
would be relevant but reliance can be placed on such material only when the adjudicating 
Authority has conducted enquiries and ascertained details with reference to goods 
imported which are identical and similar and 'certain reasons' exist and justified detailed 
investigation. These reasons are to be recorded and if requested to be disclosed/ 
communicated to the importer." 

	

7.6 	I find that in the present case the adjudicating authority has not discussed any 

specific reasons or evidences for not accepting the declared / transaction value other 

than that the declared price is on a lower side as compared to data available for other 

ports as well as the port of import and accordingly rejected the declared / transaction 

value. In the similar situation wherein the appellant were regularly importing watermelon 

seed to be used as input in their manufacture, the CESTAT , Principal Bench New Delhi in 

the case of M/s Sarda Energy And Minerals Ltd. V/s Commissioner of Central Excise 

Raipur( 2018(359)ELT 262 (Tri. Del.) has allowed the appeal relying on the decision of the 

tribunal in the case Topsia Estates Pvt. Ltd. v. CC, Chennai - 2015 (330) E.L.T. 799 

(Tribunal-Chennai.) The observation of the Tribunal was as under- 

"11. We find that in the present case, the adjudicating authority enhanced the value 

as the declared value appears to be very low compared to value available in NIDB 

data, otherwise, there is no material available. The Tribunal consistently observed 

that the declared value cannot be enhanced merely on the basis of NIDE? data. It is 

noticed that the value of impugned goods varies widely on the basis of quality, size, 

quantity, etc., and it is contended by the appellant before the lower appellate 

authority that the declared value of the same goods were accepted by the 

Department at Kolkata Port. We also find force in the submission of the learned 

Advocate that in this particular situation, Rule 9 of the Valuation Rules would not 
be invoked." 

7.7 	I observe that in the impugned orders, there is no finding much less any evidence 

that Appellant had paid any amount over and above the invoice value and the invoice value 

was vitiated by the non-commercial considerations and there was any mis-declaration in 

the consignments / documents, to warrant rejection of transaction value. I therefore hold 

that the rejection of transaction value is unsustainable in law and similarly, enhancement 
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of assessable value on the basis of alert circular is also unsustainable. Hence, I conclude 

that in the present cases, the assessing officer has acted in an arbitrary manner in 

rejecting the declared transaction value without establishing the declared value as not 

genuine. 

8. 	In view of the foregoing discussion and findings, I set aside all the 15 Assessment 

Orders and allow the appeals filed by the appellant with consequential relief. 
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